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Section 1:  Executive Summary         
 
 
1.1 Definition of Capital Improvement Plan “CIP” 
 

A Capital Improvement Plan, or CIP, is a short-range plan, usually four to ten years, which 
identifies capital projects and equipment purchases, provides a planning schedule and identifies 
options for financing the plan. (Wikipedia) 
 
The District’s CIP is a five year fiscal plan. The District’s Board of Directors adopts the first year of 
the CIP and approves the entire five-year plan in concept.  The CIP is a “rolling document” with 
older projects dropping out of the plan and new projects being added each year.  The Board 
approves the CIP annually with the adoption of its budget. 

 
1.2 Purpose of CIP 
 

The CIP is a foundational document that guides the District’s capital investments.  The plan 
identifies projects, substantiates projects, prioritizes projects, establishes an implementation 
schedule, and identifies funding mechanisms. 

 
It also serves as a tool to communicate to the public the financial needs of the District and is an 
integral component of rate development. 

 
1.3 Project Ranking and Selection Process 
 

Projects were submitted by staff and ranked by a committee.  A ranking worksheet was completed 
for each project which resulted in a project score and category.  A copy of the ranking worksheet 
and definitions of the ranking criteria are included in Section 4.  The score and project priority 
category were based on the following criteria: 

 
Tier 1 Criteria (Mandatory Projects: Weighting Factor = 1.25) 
 
Regulatory Requirement 
Safety Obligation 
Outside Funding Already Secured 
Failure Likely 
 
Tier 2 Criteria (Necessary Projects: Weighting Factor = 1.0) 
 
Improves Operational Efficiency (*Weighting Factor =1.5 per Board direction) 
Replacement Due to End of Useful Life 
Facility Developed in Conjunction with a Project Proponent 
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Tier 3 Criteria (Recommended Projects:  Weighting Factor = 0.75) 
 
Increase Capacity 
Board Policy Driven 
Increases an Asset’s Useful Life 
 
Tier 4 Criteria (Desirable Projects:  Weighting Factor = 0.50) 
 
Improve Reliability 
Improves Level of Service 
Coordination with Project Proponent or Other Local Agency 

 
The score and project priority category were not the ultimate factors in determining if a project was 
included in the CIP.  Other factors that were considered were:  cost, ability to bundle with other 
projects, phasing, complexity, affordability, likelihood of receiving a grant, and public support. 

 
1.4 Overview of 5-Year CIP 
 

This 5-Year CIP proposes $19,803,993 in Water Fund projects (including Capital Outlay) to: 

• Replace approximately 39,000 linear feet of water mains 
• Dredge over 300,000 cubic yards of sediment from Phoenix Lake 
• Construct 3 new storage tanks 
• Construct 2 new pump stations 
• Install approximately 1,600 new remote read treated water meters 
• Install approximately 500 new ditch meters 
• Repair approximately 2,900 linear feet of ditch and raw water piping 
• Shotcrete line (pending CEQA approval) approximately 3 miles of ditch 
• Purchase 34.5 acres of land for a raw water storage reservoir at Section 4 and for a 

sedimentation forebay at Phoenix Lake 
• Complete the Treated Water System Optimization Plan 
• Complete a Cost of Services Study 
• Achieve greater CEQA compliance on future ditch projects 

Some notable water projects include the Phoenix Lake Preservation and Restoration Plan to 
restore as much as 300 acre-feet of usable capacity to the Reservoir and to improve water quality.  
The $6.2M project is being funded by nearly $5M in grants from Proposition 84. 

The Cuesta Heights project will allow the District to consolidate storage in three existing tanks into 
one new tank.  The project will also eliminate two pump stations.  The project cost is approximately 
$2.7M phased over 5 fiscal years. 

The Sierra Pines WTP project is a multi-year multi-phase project that will eventually result in a 
regional water treatment facility being constructed on District owned land at Sierra Pines.  The 
objective of the project is to consolidate, in phases, up to four other water treatment facilities 
(Cedar Ridge WTP, Crystal Falls WTP, Lakewood WTP, and Ponderosa Hills WTP). This 5-year 
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CIP would fund the consolidation of the Cedar Ridge WTP with the Crystal Falls WTP.  
Subsequent phases are currently unfunded. 

The Columbia WTP Improvements project includes an upgrade to the plant controls, recoating the 
clearwell, and improvements to the backwash recycle facilities.  The Board recently approved 
moving forward with the controls upgrade.  The CIP also includes funding for recoating the 
clearwell.  The backwash improvements would not be funded within the 5 year time horizon. 

This 5-Year CIP proposes $7,083,804 in Sewer Fund projects (including Capital Outlay) to: 

• Replace approximately 5,000 linear feet of sewer forcemain 
• Conduct trenchless rehabilitation on approximately 23,000 linear feet of gravity sewer 

mains 
• Construct 4 new sewer lift stations 
• Rehabilitate 5 existing sewer lift stations 
• Install a new generator and motor control center at the Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Plant (RWWTP) 
• Replace one vacuum truck  
• Replace one Vac-Con truck 
• Complete a study of the RWWTP processes 
• Start the engineering design of future solids handling facilities at the Regional WWTP 
• Develop 40 acres of dry year land bank in the Regional Reclamation System. 

Some notable sewer projects include the Gibbs Estates Sewer Rehabilitation which involves 
trenchless rehabilitation of approximately 15,000 linear feet of gravity collection main.  The project 
is currently out to bid and is being funded by a $1.4M Community Development Block Grant. 

The RWWTP Improvement project would address key maintenance needs at the plant, such as 
recoating the secondary clarifiers, grinding and placing new asphalt concrete throughout the plant, 
and installing a new generator and a new motor control center.  

This 5-Year CIP proposes $1,041,375 in General Fund projects to:  (General Fund expenses are 
allocated in proportion to the number of customers, with 70% associated with Water and 30% 
associated with Sewer) 

• Purchase and install new Districtwide Enterprise Software 
• Purchase new Vac-Con Hydro Excavator 
• Replace a backhoe  
• General maintenance of TUD office facility 

1.5 Board Approval Process 
 

The Draft CIP is presented to the Finance, Water, and Wastewater Committees prior to presenting 
it to the Board.  The Board will be asked to approve the 5-Year CIP each fiscal year during the 
annual budget process, at which time, the Board will have an opportunity to modify CIP priorities. 
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Section 2:  Introduction          
 
2.1 District Facilities and Service Areas 
 
Tuolumne Utilities District (“TUD” or “District”) provides raw water, treated water, sewer, septage, and 
reclaimed water services to customers throughout Tuolumne County and the City of Sonora.  The District 
has approximately 13,3651 residential, commercial, and wholesale treated water accounts and an 
additional 5871 untreated or raw water accounts.  Sewer service is provided to 6,0241 residential and 
commercial accounts.  In addition, the District provides regional sewer services to subscriber agencies 
such as the Jamestown Sanitary District (reclamation) and the Twain Harte Community Services District 
(treatment and reclamation).    
 
To provide these necessary services to our customers the District owns and operates 11 water systems 
and 5 wastewater systems.  The water and wastewater systems are self-supporting enterprises and costs 
are accounted for separately under the water enterprise fund and the wastewater enterprise fund, 
respectively. The District also provides both retail and wholesale water and wastewater services to the 
community. 
 
The District currently has an estimated treated water service population of approximately 28,9972 with 
approximately 2,000 additional people served through wholesale service to the Muller Water Company, 
Sleepy Hollow Water Users Association, Sonora Meadows Mutual Water Company, and the Sonora Water 
Company.   
 
An estimated 24,000 people benefit from the District’s wastewater collection, treatment, and/or reclamation 
service.  Virtually every residence in the County that is not connected to public sewer relies on the District 
to process septage originating from septic tanks and from portable toilets.   
 
Tuolumne County’s current population is estimated to be approximately 53,8313.  Since the District is the 
primary water and sewer service provider to the business and commercial centers of the County, nearly 
everyone in Tuolumne County benefits, in some degree, from the District’s services. 
 
Raw Water System 
 
Approximately 95% of the water the District distributes originates from the South Fork Stanislaus River and 
is impounded in PG&E’s Lyons and Strawberry Reservoirs.  PG&E owns and operates a canal and flume 
system to convey water from Lyons Reservoir to the Phoenix Powerhouse.  The District owns and operates 
a total of 70.44 miles of ditch, flume, pipe, and tunnel infrastructure that diverts water from the PG&E 
system at various locations.  The District’s raw water conveyance system serves a variety of customer 
types and uses, including agricultural/irrigation water, ditch domestic use, commercial and industrial, resale, 
and raw water supply to other treated water agencies such as the Twain Harte Community Services 
District.  The system also supplies water to 10 of the District’s own surface water treatment facilities.  Raw 

                                                      
1 Springbrook accounting software output – July 2015 
2 Urban Water Management Plan 2010 
3 2014 US Bureau of the Census Population Estimates Program 
4 Ditch Sustainability Project 2012 
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water storage is provided in Phoenix Lake and an assortment of smaller impoundments.  See Fig. 2A at the 
end of this section for a map of the District’s Raw Water System. 
 
Treated Water System 
 
The water system includes various water storage and conveyance facilities, transmission pipelines, 
treatment facilities, pump stations, and distribution pipelines.  The District operates and maintains 4 water 
reservoirs, 14 treatment plants, 78 treated water storage tanks, 51 transfer and booster pump stations, 70.4 
miles of raw water transmission facilities through a system of ditches, flumes, pipes, and tunnels, and 330 
miles of potable water distribution pipelines.  In respect to the water enterprise fund the District, in addition 
to its retail customer base, provides wholesale water to the following entities:  Muller Water Company, 
Sonora Meadows Water Company, Sonora Water Company, and the Sleepy Hollow Water Company and 
also provides emergency backup water supply to some local mobile home parks.  The District’s Columbia 
Water System is also the sole water source to CalFire’s Columbia Air Attack Base.  See Fig. 2B at the end 
of this section for a map of the District’s Treated Water System. 
 
Wastewater System 
 
The wastewater system provides wastewater collection and treatment services, as well as reclaimed water 
distribution for agricultural uses.  The collection system is composed of approximately 140 miles of pipeline 
ranging in size from 2-inch diameter up to 18-inch diameter and 29 sewer pumping stations.  The District 
operates and maintains one primary level treatment facility and one secondary level regional treatment 
facility.  Treated wastewater effluent is stored in Quartz Reservoir (1,616 acre-feet) and is distributed for 
agricultural uses on 672 acres of lands around the Jamestown area.  The District is tasked with complying 
with State imposed Waste Discharge Requirements, other various permit requirements, and a consent 
decree.  Currently, the District is in the final phase of conducting a video inspection of the entire collection 
system.  As a result of those inspections the District is engaged in an aggressive campaign of repairs, 
replacements, and pipeline rehabilitation.  See Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D at the end of this section for maps of the 
District’s Wastewater and Reclamation Systems. 
 
2.2 Connection and Growth Trends 
 
Like many other rural counties in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountain range, most of the land (80 
percent) in Tuolumne County is owned by government agencies.  The two major areas of public land are 
sections of Yosemite National Park and the Stanislaus National Forest.5  As of 2014 the estimated 
population of Tuolumne County was 53,831 which is spread over approximately 2,021 square miles.6  
Included within the above population figure are the inhabitants of the City of Sonora with an estimated 
population of 4,903.  Between 2008 and 2013, the population of Tuolumne County declined at an average 
rate of 0.6 percent per year.  Much of this decline was the result of out-migration, as the County lost an 

                                                      
5 California County-Level Economic Forecast, 2014-2040, September 2014 prepared by The California Economic Forecast, 

Santa Barbara, CA for the Economic Analysis Branch, Office of State Planning, California Department of Transportation, 
Sacramento, CA, page 217 

6 United States Census Bureau, Quick Facts 2014 
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average of 220 net migrants per year.7  Table 1 below provides a breakdown by percentage of the current 
makeup of the county’s population.  There are, on the order of, 22,025 households identified within the 
County which equates to roughly 2.31 persons per household.8  The Median Household Income (MHI) in 
Tuolumne County is estimated to be $48,426.9  (Note that there are areas that meet the State Water 
Board’s criteria for disadvantaged, with an annual MHI that is less than 80% of the statewide average.)  
 

Table 2A - Tuolumne County Demographic Data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuolumne County has a civilian labor force of 21,900 people and a civilian unemployment rate of 6.7%.10 
The largest industries in the county are leisure services, education and healthcare services, wholesale and 
retail trade, and government.  Together, these sectors account for 76 percent of all wage and salary jobs.  
Between 2014 and 2019, the largest job gains are expected to occur in manufacturing, wholesale and retail 
trade, education and healthcare, professional services, and government.  
 
Past population trends do not correlate well to growth in active water service connections within the District.  
Between 1993 and 2010, the majority of the District’s growth in water services was associated with 
acquisition of pre-existing private/mutual water companies.  From 1993 to 2010, the District added 4,078 
connections.  Of those, 1,847 (45%) were categorized as non-acquisition growth and 2,231 (55%) were 
associated with acquisition/merger growth.  Non-Acquisition growth from 1993-2010 averaged about 1.08% 
annually.  Much of the District’s current water infrastructure demands stem from the District’s past 
acquisition of private and mutual water companies, whose facilities were not constructed to standard and 
were not designed to accommodate future growth. 
 
Since 2007, the County of Tuolumne has been participating in Tuolumne Tomorrow, a Regional Blueprint 
planning process for directing future growth and enhancing the quality of life in the County over the next 
few decades.  Through this coordinated effort, the City of Sonora, Tuolumne County, Tuolumne County 
Transportation Council, and community members developed Guiding Principles for growth and 
development, and studied the potential effects of the likely land use development pattern and possible 
alternative growth scenarios on the transportation system, housing, local economy, quality of life, natural 
resources, and the environment.  As a result of this effort, the Distinctive Communities Growth Scenario 

                                                      
7 California County-Level Economic Forecast, 2014-2040, September 2014 prepared by The California Economic Forecast, 

Santa Barbara, CA for the Economic Analysis Branch, Office of State Planning, California Department of Transportation, 
Sacramento, CA, page 217 

8 United States Census Bureau, Quick Facts 2013 
9 United States Census Bureau, Quick Facts 2009-2013 
10 Tuolumne County Industry Employment & Labor Force, Employment Development Department, Labor Market Information   

Division, July 17, 2015 

2013 Census Data – U.S. Census Bureau Percentage 
White  91.1% 
Black or African American  2.2% 
American Indian and Alaska Native  2.1% 
Asian  1.3% 
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander  0.2% 
Two or More Races 3.1% 

Total 100% 
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was selected and adopted by the Board of Supervisors in August 2012 as the preferred growth scenario for 
Tuolumne County. 
 
The Tuolumne County Transportation Council adopted a population projection of 63,243 residents in 
Tuolumne County by the year 2040 after considering the State Department of Finance population 
projections and other growth factors.  Tuolumne County's General Plan has been formulated to reflect this 
preferred growth scenario.  Within the Distinctive Communities Growth Scenario each community contains 
a well-defined, cohesive, and compact community built around an appropriately-scaled urban core and 
community gathering places.  The size of each community is based on a locally defined urban development 
boundary area as well as a defined community.11  Based on historical growth rates over the long term, the 
City of Sonora anticipates its resident population will reach between 5,144 and 5,948 individuals by 2020, 
an increase of between 480 and 1,284 individuals.12 
 
For projected non-acquisition growth, the District relies on the new development anticipated by Tuolumne 
County and the City of Sonora under their General Plans in assessing the infrastructure needs within its 
service areas.  In addition, new development is charged connection (impact) fees to contribute toward their 
proportional share of capital improvement costs and the rates charged to new customers help offset rising 
operation and maintenance costs.  The General Plans provide guidance in determining the appropriate or 
desirable locations for growth, thereby preventing an unnecessarily scattered pattern of development, 
which often results in extraordinary demands on public services and above average public service costs.  In 
addition, the District also uses recent historical new service connection information to forecast anticipated 
growth within its service areas.  Other factors that influence growth in both water and sewer connections 
include, well failures or septic system failures.  The ongoing drought has impacted over 200 wells in the 
County and has resulted in approximately 30 new treated water connections to the District’s water system.  
Table 2B below provides a breakdown of new water and wastewater service connections to the District 
since January 2007.  The annual average number of new connections over this time period has been 37 
water connections and 24 wastewater connections.  With anticipated average annual population growth to 
be less than 400 people county-wide through the year 2040, and not all of the growth occurring within the 
District’s service areas, rate-payer revenue instead of new development must be relied on to address the 
capital, operating and maintenance costs associated with providing water and wastewater services to 
District customers.   
 
To minimize the impact of the capital project costs on the District’s users, the District attempts to finance its 
eligible capital projects in part via a combination of State and/or Federal loans and grants which are 
administered by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), California Department of Water 
Resources (DWR), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and other funding agencies.  It 
should be pointed out that most of the District’s proposed capital improvement projects will not be eligible 
for grant funding.  As a recipient of various Federal and State loans and grants the District is obligated to 
comply with the granting agencies program guidelines and contract provisions.  The guidelines require that 
recipients of these grants and/or loans establish a system of user charges that recovers operations, 
maintenance, and replacement costs from users on a basis proportionate to use.  These guidelines and 
State law also require a fair and equitable apportioning of costs based on customer type.  
 

                                                      
11 Proposed Amendments to the Introduction of the Tuolumne County General Plan, Introduction, Page II 
12 City of Sonora General Plan, Volume 1: Goals, Policies, Implementation Programs & Background, Adopted: May 30, 2007, 

Land Use - page 5 
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Table 2B - Number of New Connections Added By Year 

Year Area Water Sewer 
  County 66 35 

2007 City 12 12 

 Total 78 47 

 County 51 34 
2008 City 5 5 

 Total 56 39 

 County 20 20 
2009 City 2 2 

 Total 22 22 

 County 24 18 
2010 City 10 10 

 Total 34 28 

 County 14 9 
2011 City 1 1 

 Total 15 10 

 County 16 14 
2012 City 3 3 

 Total 19 17 

 County 16 11 
2013 City 0 0 

 Total 16 11 

 County 29 9 
2014 City 2 3 

 Total 31 12 

 County 42 18 
2015 - Present City 4 5 

 Total 46 23 

 Total 317 209 
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Figure 2B 
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Figure 2C 
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Section 3:  Overview of Project Development       
 
 
3.1 Types of Projects 
 
This CIP distinguishes between two types of projects:  1)  Capital, and 2) Capital Outlay.  A “capital” project 
is usually a construction project, or a study, or an equipment investment that has a value greater than 
$50,000.  A “capital outlay” is an investment, typically in equipment or parts, that is less than or equal to 
$50,000, with an exception for vehicle purchases.  Vehicle purchases that are greater than $50,000 are still 
considered a capital outlay expense. 
 
3.2 Project Category 
 
Projects are categorized by the fund in which they are associated.  There are three distinct funds 
representing water, wastewater, and general.  General fund projects are projects that benefit both water 
and wastewater customers.  These types of projects include trucks or heavy equipment that serve both 
water and wastewater maintenance needs.  Also, improvements to customer billing software or 
improvements to TUD’s centralized office facility would be considered a General Fund project. 
 
3.3 Project Development Considerations 
 
 3.3.1 Bundling 
  

When appropriate, smaller projects have been combined to create larger multi-phased projects 
when they share associated objectives and benefits and may be located in the same geographical 
area.  The purpose of “bundling” projects to create larger projects is to simplify the CIP and the 
corresponding budget, so as to not have hundreds of small projects.  Another benefit is that 
bundled projects increase the number of beneficiaries and improve the ability to market the project 
and to possibly secure grants or other financing.  

 
3.3.2 Phasing 

  
Projects are phased to spread out resources over several fiscal years.  Phasing is also a natural 
result of carrying out complex projects that have specific sequencing needs.  By phasing projects, it 
allows for a smoothing of funding demands.  It also gives District staff time to acquire land or 
easements, achieve environmental and permitting compliance, search for funding, and allocate 
labor in order to complete the project within a reasonable timeframe.  Projects in this CIP have 
been divided into phases in such a manner that phases provide “stand alone” benefits and Board 
commitment to fund one phase does not inherently commit the Board to approve subsequent 
phases. 
 
3.3.3 Ranking 

  
District staff have identified over $70 million dollars in recommended capital improvements.  Staff 
recognize that the community cannot fund this level of investment, nor could staff administer and 
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carryout this amount of projects.  Consequently, a ranking criteria was established and applied to 
prioritize projects.  The ranking process was also essential in defining the problem and vetting the 
proposed solution.  A more thorough description of the ranking process is included in Section 4 of 
this document. 
 
3.3.4 Selection 

  
The ranking process discussed above was intended to be as objective as possible.  Despite 
characterizing numerous projects as “mandatory” or “necessary”, the reality is that there will not be 
enough funds to complete all of these projects.  Some highly ranked projects demonstrate great 
need but are very expensive and/or only benefit a small number of customers.  After creating a 
master list of projects by their respective rank, staff collaborated to reduce the project list to a 
manageable suite of projects that are reasonable from a funding standpoint and where the District 
has the institutional capacity to deliver.  Other projects that didn’t rank as high were elevated into 
the CIP on the basis of Board preference or because there was the potential to realize significant 
operational efficiencies. 
 
The CIP is a “rolling” document and will be updated each year as part of the budgeting process.  
The ranking of individual projects will be reevaluated and may change each year as a result of 
shifts in regulations, shifts in project competitiveness for grants, shifts in Board priorities, or to 
respond to anticipated infrastructure failure.  
 
3.3.5 Allocation of Cost by Fiscal Year 

  
The cost to implement the CIP will strongly influence the revenue demands of the District and 
subsequent calculation of rates needed to fund the improvements and the corresponding 
operations and maintenance.  The timing and distribution of costs reflects a conscious effort on the 
part of the staff to smooth out revenue demands, comply with deadlines stipulated in grant or loan 
funding agreements, provide adequate time to seek financing or to achieve environmental 
compliance and secure necessary permits, and lastly to address those infrastructure needs that 
are most urgent and have a potential for failure in the near term. 

 
3.4 Project Delivery Models 
 

The District has several models it employs for project delivery.  The District has its own engineering 
department and construction/maintenance departments.  Most of the District’s infrastructure needs 
can be satisfied through utilizing its own forces for both design and construction.  However, there 
are times when it is necessary to use outside consultants for projects that require specialized 
engineering disciplines and expertise.  Similarly, some construction tasks that are better suited to 
outside contractors. 
 
As a general rule, the District endeavors, to a great extent, to design and construct with its own 
forces.  A fully utilized engineering staff is a cost effective alternative to engineering consultants as 
staff’s fully burdened rates are less than most engineering consultants.  Furthermore, the use of an 
outside consultant still requires significant staff time to manage the consultant and to respond to 
consultant requests for information.   
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The District has demonstrated that its construction crew saves the District money because it takes 
advantage of the synergy between the engineering department and the construction crew.  As a 
result, designs can be simplified, bidding and contract management is eliminated, change orders 
are not an issue, prevailing wages do not apply, contractor profit and overhead are not applicable, 
and it more fully utilizes the District’s fleet of heavy equipment (i.e. backhoes, excavators, dump 
trucks, etc.) that would be needed, regardless, because they are essential to maintenance related 
tasks. 
 
One ancillary benefit of having both internal engineering and construction capacity is that, on 
occasion, grant programs will fund force account work.  In this case, the District can utilize grant 
funds to subsidize labor costs. 
 
A great example of the benefits to having engineering and construction capabilities is 
demonstrated in the way in which the District undertakes storage tank replacements.  Engineering 
staff prepare grading, underground, and tank foundation plans.  Construction staff builds access 
roads, grade the site, and excavate for the tank foundation.  Then engineering staff bid the project 
to a tank contractor.  The contractor is responsible only for erecting the tank.  This hybrid approach 
has been proven to be very cost effective.  Contractors have testified to the District that they are 
unaware of a more efficient way to construct these types of projects.  

 
3.5 Project Cost Estimates 
 

Detailed cost estimates have been prepared for every project in the CIP.  These are “pre-design” 
level estimates that will be refined once design is complete.  Since there is a limited amount of 
information available to craft the cost estimate, contingencies of between 10%-25% have been 
added to the project cost based on potential for the project scope to change or for the unit costs to 
be greater than originally anticipated.  Since this is a 5-year CIP, the cost for projects undertaken in 
years 2-5 will be impacted by inflation.  Rather than apply inflation to each project separately, the 
contingencies have been increased to account for inflation. 
 
The cost estimates take into account who will design and/or construct the improvement.  If the 
project will be designed by a consultant, an additional design fee of between 7.5%-12% is added 
depending upon project design complexity.  If the project is constructed by a contractor then the 
“out of pocket” expense to the District is inflated by 20%-30% to account primarily for prevailing 
wages and the potential for change orders. 
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Section 4:  Project Ranking Criteria         
 
4.1 Discussion of Scoring and Ranking Process 
 
Each capital project is evaluated on a scoring system where it is tested against each criteria described 
below.  Under each criteria, the project is assigned a value on a scale of 0-5, with a higher value indicating 
a higher score.  The higher score is reflective of a higher priority project. 
 
A weighting factor is applied to the score from each criteria.  The purpose of the weighting factor is to give 
more emphasis to those criteria that are lumped into Tier 1 and less emphasis for projects that score high 
in Tiers 3 & 4. 
 
The factored score is summed and becomes the project’s overall score.  The overall factored score has no 
intrinsic value, it is relative to another project’s overall factored score.  However, projects that may have a 
low overall factored score may still be a high priority if they fall into Tier 1 (Mandatory) or Tier 2 (Necessary) 
type projects.  Projects that have a subtotal in Tier 1 are automatically a Category A project, meaning that 
regardless of how low their overall factored score may be, they still need to be considered a high priority.  
This is because they exhibit characteristics that make doing the project essentially non-negotiable.  
 
Staff have individually scored all of the projects and have averaged their individual scores to come up with 
a project ranking and a priority list. 
 

4.1.1 Tier 1 Criteria (Mandatory Projects:  Weighting Factor = 1.25) 
 

Regulatory Requirement:  Projects that are required to be completed in order to maintain 
compliance with current or pending regulations or to respond to a documented violation.  Projects 
that meet these criteria must be able to demonstrate that they are essential to maintain compliance 
and that the project addresses a past violation or a deficiency created by a new regulation.  
Supporting documentation may include newly issued permits, inspection reports from regulatory 
agencies, Cease and Desist Orders, Notices of Violations, etc.  Also included in this category are 
conditions of any legal settlements. 
 
Safety Obligation:  Projects that would be required to maintain compliance with OSHA or that put 
District staff or the public at physical risk.  Potential risk of property damage does not qualify as a 
safety obligation.  The project must address a very real hazard.  Documentation supporting these 
types of projects may include inspection reports from Cal OSHA, provisions of the MOU between 
the District and the Union, or documented violations of the Health and Safety Code. 
 
Outside Funding Already Secured:  These are projects where the TUD Board has already 
executed a funding agreement, secured a loan, or has by resolution already committed funds to the 
project.  Supporting documentation includes, Board Resolutions, Funding Agreements, Letters of 
Commitment from the Grantor, or loan closing documentation. 
 
Failure Likely:  Projects that address a real concern that specific infrastructure would likely fail 
within the next five years.  This designation is supported by maintenance history logs, photographs, 
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staff testimonial, or by 3rd party inspection reports.  Projects must eliminate or at least minimize the 
probability of failure or mitigate the impacts when a failure occurs. 
 
4.1.2 Tier 2 Criteria (Necessary Projects:  Weighting Factor = 1.0) 

 
Increases Operational Efficiency (Per Board Direction Weighting Factor = 1.5):  These are 
projects that directly reduce labor, materials, equipment, or utilities while allowing the District to 
maintain or improve upon its level of service.  Although, not mandatory, necessary, or 
recommended; these projects are desirable because they translate to cost savings for the rate 
payer and/or they allow the District to invest more in the District with the same amount of revenue.  
Examples of projects that increase operational efficiency include consolidation of water treatment 
plants, where less water treatment operators would be needed.  Another example could include 
installation of remote read meters so that less meter reading labor would be needed to carryout 
customer billings or replacing water mains that are prone to failure several times per year and 
result in after-hours callouts. 
 
Replacement Due to End of Useful Life:  These projects replace infrastructure that is beyond 
rehabilitation or salvaging.  These projects involve replacing aging infrastructure, ideally before it 
reaches a level of degradation where “imminent failure” would be likely.   In addition to age, other 
factors that go into determining when an item has reached the end of its useful life include failure to 
meet current codes or industry standards, or when an item no longer can perform the way in which 
it was designed. 
 
Facility Developed in Conjunction with a Project Proponent:  Projects of this type include 
facilities that need to be constructed in order to serve a specific development.  A developer is 
required to mitigate their impacts by paying connection fees or by building, “up front”, the facilities 
needed to serve their development.  On occasion, through long range planning the District may 
collaborate with the Developer to oversize facilities in order to allow for future consolidations or to 
provide capacity for anticipated growth.  Since developers are usually under time and financial 
constraints to deliver a project, accommodating the developer’s schedule is considered a high 
priority of the District. 

 
4.1.3 Tier 3 Criteria (Recommended Projects:  Weighting Factor = 0.75) 

 
Increase Capacity:  These types of projects increase the components of capacity.  For water this 
includes supply, treatment, storage, and distribution.  For wastewater this would include collection, 
treatment, and disposal.  Project that increase capacity allow for the District to better serve its 
existing customer base while also preparing it to accommodate future growth in service 
connections. 
 
Board Policy Driven:  These projects are consistent with Board adopted policies that have been 
memorialized by resolution, memorandum of understanding, or another Board adopted document 
such as the Strategic Plan.  Projects of this variety can take any form as long as it can be 
demonstrated that the further promote a Board goal or objective. 
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Increases an Asset’s Useful Life:  Some infrastructure is not at risk of imminent failure and it also 
is not at the end of its useful life; however, with proper preventative maintenance the District can 
extend an asset’s useful life and delay future capital costs associated with full-fledged replacement.  
Projects of this type are typically rehabilitation projects, such as pipe lining, tank coatings, asphalt 
sealing, or filter media replacements. 
 
4.1.4 Tier 4 Criteria (Desirable Projects:  Weighting Factor = 0.50) 
 
Improve Reliability:   Water and wastewater services are considered essential services and are 
important for health and human safety.  Infrastructure is vulnerable to the impacts of natural 
disaster and the consequences of system failure can be tremendous (i.e. lack of water during a 
structure fire).  These types of projects have the benefit of reducing the risk of failure and mitigating 
impacts to the District’s customers.  In some cases these projects involve establishing redundant 
systems or they may remove some of the hazards that could result in a catastrophe.  Examples of 
these types of projects could be looping waterlines or removing hazard trees beside a flume. 
 
Improves Level of Service:  These projects translate to an improved customer experience.  
Examples of these types of projects include projects that improve the taste and odor of treated 
water, or may streamline customer billing, or may enhance customer interaction with the District’s 
website.  Increases in fire flow and water pressure can also be considered improvements in level of 
service.  
 
Coordination with Project Proponent or Other Local Agency:  This criteria applies to projects 
where it would be prudent and fiscally responsible to the community to undertake the project at an 
accelerated schedule because of other external circumstances.  For example, when the City and 
the County plan to overlay a roadway, the District has historically expedited its plans to install 
pipelines in that roadway well in advance of the infrastructure failing or before additional capacity is 
needed.  This criteria differs from the Tier 2 criteria because the project, on its own, is not 
necessary to address any type of deficiency or because a developer has a specific schedule, but 
rather taken on by the District as good stewards of the public’s resources. 
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Section 5:  Water Projects          
 
Summary 
 
This 5-Year CIP includes $19,803,993 in Water related improvements.  Presently, the District has secured, 
or is in the process of securing, approximately $5,474,002 in grant funding to offset the fiscal impacts to our 
customers.  The projects identified in this CIP are spread out amongst the system areas of Supply, 
Treatment, Storage, and Distribution.  The project locations and the breakdown of funding components are 
shown in Figures 5A and 5B at the end of this section. 
 
5.1 Supply Projects 
 
Water supply projects are projects that improve the raw water storage and conveyance facilities from the 
point of diversion from the PG&E system up to the intake to the water treatment plants.  Much of the 
District’s supply-side infrastructure was constructed during the Gold Rush era of the 1860’s.  Supply 
projects are focused on improving the District’s ditch system through repairs to flumes, replacements of raw 
water pipes, lining of ditches, structural improvements to tunnels, and installing meters on raw water 
services.  This CIP proposes $8,734,520 in supply related capital improvements. 
 
Supply projects benefit the District’s entire water (raw and treated) customer base.  Many of the projects in 
this CIP mitigate vulnerabilities in the ditch system due to failure associated with tree falls, landslides, 
flooding, wildland fire, and rock slides.  The District has documented that significant amounts of water 
diverted from PG&E never reach District customers due to inefficiencies related to evaporation, seepage, 
and flow regulation.  Some supply projects will, not only improve the reliability of the system, but they will 
reduce the District’s overall water demand and free up water supply for other uses.  Some notable supply 
projects include: 
 
 Phoenix Lake Preservation and Restoration Project 
 

This is the single largest, by dollar value, funded project in the CIP.  The total project cost is 
approximately $6.2 M.  The project involves dredging Phoenix Lake to restore up to 300 acre-feet 
of storage capacity, while improving water quality.  Phoenix Lake is the primary water supply 
reservoir for the Sonora WTP, the District’s single largest water treatment facility.  The project has 
several phases with roughly 85% of the total cost being funded by grants from Proposition 84.  The 
project would be designed by an outside consultant and constructed by a contractor that 
specializes in dredging operations.   
 
Matelot Pipeline Project 
 
Project will construct a water supply pipeline from the Matelot Reservoir directly to the Columbia 
WTP and bypass a section of the Matelot Ditch.  This project is a staff priority because it will save 
as much as 300 acre-feet of water per year by matching the flow in the pipeline to the WTP 
demands.  Currently, due to a lack of flow control in the Matelot ditch, the ditch is operated at a 
flow rate that greatly exceeds the demands of the WTP and consequently significant volumes of 
water flow by the WTP in excess of the amount needed by downstream customers.   
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The Columbia WTP is frequently required to achieve a higher level of water treatment because of 
bacteriological contamination originating in the Matelot Ditch.  The Matelot pipeline would bypass 
sources of contamination and deliver cleaner water to the treatment plant.  The project is estimated 
at approximately $335,000 if designed and constructed by TUD staff. 

 
5.2 Treatment Projects 

 
Water treatment improvements are being proposed because some facilities have reached the end 
of their useful lives, regulations have become more stringent, and/or there is a desire by the District 
to consolidate its numerous small treatment facilities with larger, more efficient regional facilities.  
TUD operates 10 active surface water treatment plants.  Not taking into account the Sonora WTP, 
which is the District’s largest facility, the remaining 9 active water treatment plants serve, on 
average, about 900 connections per plant.  Each facility requires an operator, has equipment that 
requires constant maintenance, and has its own set of regulations and reporting requirements.  To 
maintain such a facility for such a small number of connections is grossly inefficient and not cost 
effective.  Unfortunately, meaningful consolidation of facilities requires a large upfront cost because 
it would require constructing new regional treatment facilities and miles of transmission mains to 
interconnect each water system.   
 
The District endeavors to construct such a facility on District owned property at Sierra Pines.  The 
property has long been identified as the future site of a regional water treatment plant that could 
consolidate the Upper Basin, Crystal Falls, Cedar Ridge, and Ponderosa Hills Water Systems.  
Unfortunately, the cost of the project is approximately $19M and does not include the transmission 
main needed to consolidate the Ponderosa Hills Water System.  This 5-Year CIP includes about 
$2M to complete the first phase of consolidation, which involves constructing a pump station and 
pipeline from Crystal Falls to the Cedar Ridge so that the Cedar Ridge WTP may be abandoned.  It 
will depend on the priorities of future Boards to determine if and/or when construction of a regional 
plant at Sierra Pines becomes a reality.   
 
This CIP proposes $492,979 in treatment related capital improvements, mostly associated with 
improvements to the Columbia WTP. 
 
Columbia WTP Improvements  
 
The District does not foresee a time in which it would consolidate the Columbia WTP with another 
treatment facility.  Due to its geographical location, topography, and distance from other water 
treatment facilities, the District plans to maximize the useful life of this facility.  This project would 
replace the controls package, install new automated instrumentation, rehabilitate one of the 
clearwells, and make improvements to the backwash settling and recycling system.  The overall 
project has three phases and is estimated to cost roughly $717,000 with funding for only the first 
two phases being included in this 5-Year CIP. 
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5.3 Storage Projects 
 

The District owns and operates over 78 treated water storage tanks.  In similar fashion to the 
treatment facilities, the median tank size is 150,000 gallons.  It simply is not feasible, nor 
economically viable, for the District to collect a water rate that is sufficient to properly maintain all of 
these facilities.  The “path forward” to achieve a sustainable water system will be to consolidate 
facilities.  Although tanks may appear to be infrastructure that demands very little labor and 
maintenance costs, the reality is that tanks should be dived, cleaned, and inspected on a 5-year 
cycle.  Each tank costs about $3,000-$4,000 to dive clean and inspect.  Every 15 years the tanks 
should be blasted and recoated at a cost that can range from $50,000 for the smallest tanks to 
over $300,000 for the larger tanks.  This 5-Year CIP proposes $2,092,292 in storage 
improvements.  There are two notable tank consolidation projects incorporated into this CIP.   

 
Apple Valley – Scenic View Intertie  
 
In 2010, one of two Apple Valley tanks were dived, cleaned, and inspected.  During that inspection, 
it was determined that the tank was at risk of catastrophic failure that constituted a health and 
safety hazard, as well as, posing a threat to neighboring properties.  Consequently, the District 
opted to drain and dismantle one of two tanks on the site.  The District typically strives to have at 
least two tanks serving the same group of customers so that there is redundancy in the event of a 
failure.  Once the tank was removed the District became vulnerable to water system failure if the 
other tank had a problem.  This project would construct a new tank at the site and size the tank 
appropriately so that it could replace the volume of the downstream Hillview Tank.  Then the 
Hillview Tank could be removed from service.  The project would consolidate two tanks with one at 
a cost of approximately $630,000. 

 
5.4 Distribution Projects 
 

The District’s distribution system is comprised of over 330 miles of pipeline ranging in size from 2-
inch to 18-inch.  In contrast to other communities that saw rapid expansion during the last 20 years, 
a large percentage of the District’s distribution infrastructure is in excess of 50 years old.  Pipeline 
materials vary between cast iron, steel, asbestos cement, PVC, techite, permastran, and 
galvanized.  Entire neighborhoods are served by galvanized or steel pipelines that are 2-inch and 
4-inch in diameter, are unreliable, and do not provide adequate fire flow.  Although the District 
would like to embark on an aggressive campaign to replace the distribution systems of entire 
neighborhoods; the cost seems “out of reach” at this point.  As a compromise, this CIP targets 
specific segments of pipeline that are chronically experiencing mainline breaks and are in areas 
that effect many of our customers.  
 
Distribution system improvements constitute the largest share of capital improvements to the water 
system.  This 5-Year CIP proposes $6,963,658 in distribution improvements.  There are two 
noteworthy projects. 
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Sonora Distribution Improvements 
 
There are several streets in and around downtown Sonora where water mains frequently break or 
service line leaks are reported.  The causes of these breaks and leaks can be associated several 
factors including corrosion, inadequate pipe bedding, pressure surges, or simply “old age”. This 
CIP would allocate monies toward replacing and upsizing water mains in Bradford, Stewart, and 
Green Streets.  The project would replace undersized asbestos cement, cast iron, and steel 
pipelines with new PVC pipelines designed to meet the latest standards for fire flow.  These 
projects would benefit residential and commercial customers in some of the most dense areas of 
the County. The project is would be carried out over four fiscal years at an estimated cost of 
approximately $1.04M. 
 
Techite Pipeline Replacement 
 
Techite pipe, a proprietary name, was in production from 1973 to 1980.  It is a composite material 
made of fiberglass, polyester resin, and sand.  Most water districts that have this pipe in their 
system have already implemented a replacement program.  The pipe is prone to catastrophic 
failure.  In the case of TUD, the transmission line leaving the Crystal Falls WTP (TUD’s second 
largest treatment facility) is Techite.  District staff respond to breaks on the Techite pipeline on at 
least an annual basis.  This project would replace the entire segment of Techite pipeline in two 
phases and at a cost of approximately $695,000. 
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                 Figure 5A – CIP Water/Raw Water Projects 
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Figure 5B 
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Section 6:  Wastewater Projects         
 
Summary 
 
This 5-Year CIP includes $7,083,804 in Wastewater related improvements.  To date, the District has 
secured $1,531,865 in grant funding to offset the fiscal impacts to our customers.  The projects identified in 
this CIP are spread out amongst the system areas of Collection, Treatment, and Reclamation.  The project 
locations and the breakdown of funding components are shown in Figures 6A and 6B at the end of this 
section. 
 
6.1 Collection Projects 
 
Wastewater collection projects improve the infrastructure that transports wastewater from the customer’s 
home or business to the wastewater treatment facility.  In contrast to the District’s water distribution system, 
which is very fragmented and decentralized, the District’s wastewater collection system was regionalized in 
the 1970’s.  Regionalization involved constructing a new treatment facility in Sonora and sewer trunk lines 
from Sonora out to the surrounding areas of Columbia, East Sonora, Mono Vista, Ranchos Poquitos, 
Standard, Twain Harte, and Willow Springs.  Many agencies whose service areas have experienced 
significant population growth in the last few decades have been forced to upsize their collection systems in 
order to accommodate new development.  TUD’s situation is different in that most of the District’s collection 
system reaches the end of its useful life before reaching its design capacity.  This situation presents unique 
fiscal challenges. Since new development does not contribute a significant amount toward system 
upgrades, the rates must be sufficient to fund capital replacement at some future date. 
 
Wastewater collection is highly regulated and there is a high degree of exposure and liability.  In 2012, the 
California Sportfishing Alliance filed suit against the District citing sewer overflows that occurred between 
2004 and 2009.  The District entered into a Consent Decree with the California Sportfishing Alliance that 
stipulated a minimum of $350,000 a year would be invested in collection system improvements through the 
year 2020. 
 
The District owns and operates over 140 miles of collection system.  Much of the system utilizes gravity to 
convey wastewater; however, due to the topography of the foothills, the District also owns and operates 29 
sewer lift stations.  Historically, the District has improved, rehabilitated, or replaced one sewer lift station 
per year and invested approximately $200,000 per year in pipeline improvements.  This 5-Year CIP builds 
upon that level of investment with additional funding for forcemain replacement and also for a trenchless 
rehabilitation technique known as cured-in-place pipe (CIPP).  This 5-Year CIP proposes a total of 
$4,994,515 in collection system improvements.  Some notable collection system projects include: 
 

Gibbs Estates Sewer Rehabilitation 
 
This project will install cured-in-place pipe within approximately 15,000 linear feet of 4-inch through 
8-inch asbestos cement pipe in the Gibbs Estates area.  This area is known by District staff to be 
problematic for a number of reasons.  The pipelines are frequently subject to root intrusion, to 
sags, joint offsets, holes, corrosion in the crown of the pipe, and deposits of fats, oils, and grease.  
In addition to pipe defects, maintenance is complicated by a lack of access.  This project will also 
install approximately 20 new sewer manholes so that staff can have access to pipeline segments 
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for condition assessments, flushing, and root foaming.  Approximately 95% of the project is being 
funded by a Community Development Block Grant in the amount of $1.42M.  

 
Gold Springs Forcemain Replacement Project 
 
This project will replace a 5,000 linear foot section of 4-inch forcemain that is prone to rupture.   
District staff have responded to numerous forcemain breaks at this location.  The cause of failure 
appears to be a combination of factors including, pressure surges, inadequate pipe bedding, 
ground movement due to settling or earthquakes, or dynamic loading due to heavy truck traffic.  
The most sustainable solution would be to replace the entire forcemain with a new PVC C900 
pipeline that would be bedded in sand.  This project would be designed and constructed by District 
staff at a cost of approximately $345,000. 

  
6.2 Treatment Projects 
 
The District operates two treatment facilities.  The Twain Harte Wastewater Treatment Plant is designed to 
provide a preliminary level of screening and solids removal before the flow is discharged into the Twain 
Harte Interceptor, which includes several segments of inverted siphon, the largest segment being over 2.2 
miles in length.  All wastewater is eventually treated at the Sonora Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant 
(SRWWTP).   
 
The SRWWTP produces a California Title 22 secondary level effluent.  In order to meet the Waste 
Discharge Requirements set forth by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, the District 
employs conventional processes, including screening, primary clarification, trickling filtration, secondary 
clarification, and chlorine disinfection.  The facility uses anaerobic digestion to produce a Class B bio solid 
that is disposed of by contract.  The SRWWTP also has a septage receiving facility to serve the needs of 
greater Tuolumne County. 
 
Treatment related projects are intended to improve the District’s ability to meet its regulatory requirements 
in the most cost effective and efficient manner possible.  With the current drought restrictions and with the 
State’s mandated water use reduction of 20% by 2020, flows into the plant have been steadily dropping.  
Consequently, the plant has sufficient hydraulic capacity to accommodate anticipated future growth for 
many years to come.  However, future improvements are in the areas of solids digestion, solids dewatering, 
and solids storage.  The current fiscal year budget includes funding to conduct a study of the plant 
processes with the objective of identifying what process improvements could be made to address the 
deficiencies in solids handling.  This 5-Year CIP has allocated $707,688 toward treatment improvements. 
 

Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements  
 
This 5-Year CIP will fund approximately $700,000 of a multi-year and multi-phase project that is 
expected to cost approximately $3.9M.  Funded in this 5-Year cycle will be a new generator, new 
motor control center, drainage improvements, recoating the secondary clarifiers, pavement 
rehabilitation throughout the plant, and establishment of a new access road from Crooked Lane.  
Future expenditures will construct new digestion, dewatering, and sludge storage facilities. 
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6.3 Reclamation Projects 
 
Up until 2014, the District utilized two methods for disposing of its treated wastewater effluent.  The 
preferred method was to reclaim the wastewater for irrigation use on approximately 672 acres of land used 
primarily for cattle ranching.  During years in which the District had more treated wastewater than there was 
irrigation demand, the District would release the excess into Woods Creek in accordance with an NPDES 
permit.  The NPDES permit was on a 5-Year renewal cycle and each time the permit was renewed the 
requirements became more stringent.  The last time the permit was issued, there were new effluent limits 
related to ammonia, copper, and zinc.  The District determined that it could comply with the zinc limits 
through source control measures; however, compliance with the new ammonia and copper limits would 
require costly studies and upgrades to the treatment plant.  Faced with a difficult decision, the District 
decided to invest in improvements to the reclamation system so that it would not need to discharge to 
Woods Creek except in years where the rainfall exceeded the 1:100 return period.  In January 2014 the 
District’s NPDES permit was rescinded.   
 
Since 2005, the District has invested over $3M toward purchasing 140 acres to site a new reclaimed water 
storage reservoir, installing irrigation systems on approximately 80 acres, and installing a floating pump 
system in Quartz Reservoir to utilize 150 acre-feet of reservoir storage that was previously inaccessible.   
 
Presently, the reclamation system is well positioned to accommodate future growth.  The current water 
balance identifies a need for approximately 40 additional acres of land to be available for irrigation following 
a 1:100 rainfall year, but this same 40 acres must be able to be fallowed during a normal to dry rainfall 
year.  The District has already approached a local rancher about entering into a contract that would allow 
for the improvements to be made while maintaining operational flexibility depending upon the previous 
year’s rainfall.  A total of $437,748 in reclamation improvements are being proposed in this 5-Year CIP, 
which is represented in only one project. 
 

Dry Year Land Bank 
 
This is a three phase project that would result in the ability to deliver reclaimed water to a 40-acre 
parcel on private ranchland.  The first phase would install staff gauges and level control devices on 
existing irrigation ponds.  The second phase would line a 24 acre-foot pond so that it could be 
place into service.  The third phase of the project extends a 15-inch reclamation main 
approximately 1,100 linear feet to the irrigation site and includes construction of a tailwater 
recovery system.  The overall project cost is estimated at approximately $440,000. 
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Figure 6A  
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Figure 6B 
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Section 7:  General Fund Projects         
 
7.1 Summary 
 
This 5-Year CIP includes $1,041,375 in General related improvements, whose benefit is shared between 
both the District’s water and wastewater customer base.  The projects that would be funded in this CIP 
range from new Districtwide software to equipment replacement to general maintenance projects around 
the TUD Centralized Office Facility.  All project costs are proportioned to District customers at a rate of 70% 
water and 30% wastewater.  This allocation reflects the shared operations costs and is roughly equivalent 
to the proportion of the District’s customers who receive water service versus sewer service.  Some of the 
projects are described in more detail below. 
 

Vacuum Hydro Excavator 
 

This piece of equipment would allow staff to excavate with less risk of damaging adjacent facilities, 
with more precision, with less impact to pavement, and at a faster rate.  Staff has been renting this 
equipment for years and the yearly rental fee has reached a level where owning or leasing makes 
economic sense.  The cost to purchase a new unit is estimated at $450,000 and would be used for 
construction and maintenance for both water and wastewater. 
 
Enterprise Software 

 
The District’s current billing system is outdated, unstable, and is no longer supported by the 
vendor.  District staff desires to move toward a fully integrated enterprise software solution that will 
allow for more efficient billing, improved customer service by offering features such as autopay and 
easier to understand bills, and more comprehensive reporting capabilities.  The software would 
also incorporate a work order system, an asset management system, and integrate GIS data that 
should promote the transition from paper maps to electronic mapping that field staff can access 
remotely.  The estimated cost of this system is approximately $400,000. 
 
TUD Centralized Office Facility Improvements 

 
The TUD Centralized Office Facility, like any other infrastructure, requires maintenance to preserve 
the value of the initial investment.  This project includes a host of improvements such as 
sealcoating the existing asphalt concrete to new carpeting in the Administration Building.  In 
addition, various water efficiency improvements are proposed that include installing synthetic lawn 
and replacing low flow urinals with waterless urinals.  A small portion of money would be allocated 
to upgrade the audio-visual system in the Board Room so that it is conducive to viewing by the 
general public.  The total estimated cost of these projects is approximately $122,000. 
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Section 8:  Capital Improvement Plan Tables       
 

 
Table 8A Water Fund Projects by Fiscal Year 
Table 8B Wastewater Fund Projects by Fiscal Year 
Table 8C General Fund Projects by Fiscal Year 
Table 8D  5-Year CIP by Capacity Component 
Table 8E  Construction Project Delivery Method by Fiscal Year 
Table 8F  5-Year Capital Outlay Schedule 
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Figure 8A 
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Figure 8B 
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Figure 8C 
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Figure 8D 
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Figure 8E 
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Figure 8F-1 
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Figure 8F-2 
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Section 9:  Project Information Sheets        
 
Water Fund Projects 

Apple Colony, Mt Eaton Road Ditch Domestics   
San Diego Constructed Conveyance    
Phoenix Lake Preservation and Restoration Plan   
Section Four Land Purchase   
Cuesta Heights Tank   
Columbia Water Treatment Plant Improvements   
Urban Water Management Plan Update and Watershed Sanitary Survey   
Techite Pipeline Replacement   
Fifth Avenue Utility Relocation   
Annual Ditch Improvements   
TUD Ditch System CEQA   
Sonora Distribution Improvements (Green St, Bradford, Stewart)   
Ditch Meters   
Matelot Pipeline   
Upper Columbia Shoot Flume   
Eureka Ditch Pipe Segments   
Apple Valley, Scenic View Intertie   
Treated Water Optimization Plan and Cost of Service Study   
Upper Columbia Spill #1   
Sierra Pine Regional WTP and Consolidation Cedar Ridge with Crystal Falls Systems   
Jamestown Reservoir Improvements   
System Wide Meter Replacement   
Lower Pagani Siphon   
Bo Leonard’s Shoot Flume   
Section IV Siphon 1   
Section IV Ditch Siphon 2   
Zelinsky Tank Abandonment   

Wastewater Fund Projects 
Gibbs Estates Sewer Rehabilitation   
Law and Justice Center Lift Station   
General Collection System Lining   
General Collection System Improvements   
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements   
Gold Springs Force Main Replacement   
Saratoga Lift Station Replacement   
Dry Year Land Bank   
Columbia Country Estates Lift Station   
Lift Station Modernization Project   
Mono Way Lift Station Replacement   
Debris Removal Stations   
Replace Vac Con Truck #80 (2002)   
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General Fund Projects 
Vac Con Hydro Excavator   
Enterprise Software   
TUD Centralized Office Facility Improvements   
Replace Backhoe #136 (1987)   
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Map depicts the San Diego Ditch 
Constructed Conveyance project in 
Columbia at Kennebec Lane and 
Damin Road.

The project is to extend about 2,100 feet total mainline to serve 8 Ditch Domestic customers.

This project is 80% grant funded.  The 20% match will be funded by TUD and recovered through surcharges 
over time.
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Tuolumne County is improving the Fifth Ave intersections between Highway 108 and Jamestown Road as 
early as 2017.  TUD maintains a treated water line buried in Fifth Ave.  The waterline is undersized and made 
of asbestos concrete and is in need of replacing with a larger pipeline.  

Replacing the pipeline now, would mean that TUD could replace and relocate the pipeline slightly so there are 
no interferences with the new construction and TUD would avoid trenching through the new asphalt to repair or 
replace at a later date which is undesirable to the public. The new 10-inch water main could have significant 
future value because it could allow water to be transferred down Gold Links Road and into the Jamestown 
service area thereby reducing reliance on the Jamestown Reservoir which aging and will eventually need to be 
replaced.
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Description
The Matelot Reservoir provides water storage for the Columbia Water Treatment Plant and resides roughly 1,800 feet 
uphill from the Columbia Water Treatment Plant.  Currently the water treatment plant receives raw water from the Matelot 
Reservoir via the Matelot Ditch.
The Columbia Water Treatment Plant serves approximately 3,500 people including the Columbia Air Attack base in 
Columbia.

Problem 
This system is very inefficient as the Matelot Ditch must flow at the peak rate of the water treatment plant demand.   
However, the plant will cycle through backwash functions and will not require the full peak flow from the Ditch 
continuously.  The ditch flow cannot be turned on and off to match the plant demand.  So, while in back wash mode or 
when the plant is off or when the treated water tanks are full, the ditch continues to flow past the plant unused.  
Additionally there are significant spikes in turbidity from the Matelot Ditch and that water cannot be used by the plant.  
This results in many periods of time where the ditch water must flow past the plant unused until the ditch cleans up.

Solution
The solution is to install a pipeline spanning directly between the Matelot Reservoir and water treat plant.  This will allow 
water to be turned off when not needed, the water quality will be much higher and the turbidity will be controlled.  The 
savings of water is estimated at over 300 acre feet per year.

Consequence of not implementing this project
The Columbia Water Treatment Plant will continue to allow unused water flow by the plant while under drought conditions.  
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

The Columbia Ditch “Shoot Flume” is a 24” diameter 300 foot in length riveted iron pipe that has deteriorated 
beyond repair. This part of the ditch is located and accessed from Old Oak Ranch Road near North Ridge 
Road located about 1.5 miles east of Big Hill Road.  The lower part of this pipe is supported on a wooden 
frame structure to span a wash out area near the end of the pipe.   Many repairs have been made over time to 
temporarily shore up this deteriorating pipe, however, repairs actually cause more leaks. The Columbia Ditch 
serves water to the Big Hill and Columbia Water Treatment Plant serving a population of over 4,000 people. It 
also serves water to the Upper and Lower Columbia, San Diego and Matelot Ditch customers serving over 116 
raw water connections and over 60 Ditch Domestic customers. 

The Solution is to install 300 feet of 32” diameter pipeline parallel to the existing riveted pipe.  
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

The segments of culvert are very poorly supported by stacked rock supports, wire tie-backs to trees and 
stumps that are subject to rutting, or inadequate pier and footing stability.  The poor condition and construction 
techniques and methods used in the past are indicative of the remote location of this site as it is difficult and 
costly to bring in proper equipment to correctly fix this section of ditch.  The culverts are subject to plugging 
causing the ditch to back up and fail.  A back up of the ditch would then erode the ditch embankment upstream 
as has been experienced in the past.  

The northern part is located about one mile south of the intersection of Confidence and Mt Provo Roads and is
accessed through locked gates from a small access road connecting to Mt Provo Road.  The south section is 
located about ½ of a mile downstream of the northern part.  The Eureka Ditch serves water to the Ponderosa 
and Tuolumne Water Treatment Plant serving a population of over 3,000 people including Eureka and 
Roaches Camp Ditch customers serving over 90 raw water connections and about 10 Ditch Domestic 
customers.  
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

The Columbia Ditch at Spill #1 is a 60 foot segment of steel pipe 
installed decades ago when PG&E owned the system.  This pipe 
spans a section of unstable slope.  Spill #1 is located 
immediately upstream of this pipe and accessed from North 
Ridge Road located about 1.5 miles east of Big Hill Road.  This 
pipe is at risk of slipping down slope.  The Columbia Ditch 
serves water to the Big Hill and Columbia Water Treatment Plant 
serving a population of over 4,000, the Upper and Lower 
Columbia, San Diego and Matelot Ditch customers serving over 
116 raw water connections and over 60 Ditch Domestic 
customers.  

The pipe that conveys the ditch water at this location is subsiding 
due to unstable footing and inadequate support. As noted in the 

photos, there are soldier-pile style posts (pipes) supporting the conveyance pipe however, they are inadequate to support the pipe.  
The slope below the spill has been eroded by drainage and has significantly adding to the total general instability of site.  This slope 
and pipe are likely to subside further to a point where the ditch water cannot be conveyed through the pipe.  As with many slope 
failures, this segment of ditch is more likely to fail as time passes and it is especially vulnerable to failure in the wintertime when the 
ground is more saturated.

The proposed solution is to grade the ditch slopes back to a more stable condition, improve the drainage and to either replace the 
existing pipe with a larger pipe in a more stable footing or reestablish the open ditch at this location.  This earthwork is complex due to 
nature of the steep slopes and difficult and remote access to the site.  This work will require working with the surrounding land owners 
to obtain easements for the construction of access roads.  The work will be time consuming and simply require earth work equipment 
operators spend careful time to cut and place material, rebuild slopes, and either rebuild the ditch or replace a larger pipe.
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Description
The Pagani Siphon is located on the Columbia Ditch near the intersection of Italian Bar Road and San Diego Ditch Road about 1 mile north of the 
town of Columbia.   This section of ditch serves water to the Columbia Water Treatment Plant serving a population of over 3,500 people including 
over 80 raw water connections and over 20 Ditch Domestics customers.  The original capacity of the Columbia Ditch at this location is about 8 CFS. 
The Siphon is riveted iron pipe about 520 feet in length and was installed when PG&E owned and operated the system prior to 1970.  

Problem 
The flow capacity of the Siphon pipe segment is too small.  The undersized siphon is easily blocked with debris and creates a high risk of backing up 
during storm events.  This is a constriction point in serving water demand below this location.

Solution
The proposed solution is to install a 24” diameter pipe large enough in diameter to carry the full original design capacity of the ditch.  By increasing 
the diameter of this siphon, the potential for the siphon to plug goes down dramatically.  Additionally, by restoring the original design capacity of the 
ditch, the areas served by the Columbia Ditch are more securely supported.

Consequence of failure
The siphon is currently operated at near capacity during peak summer demand and is at risk of plugging with debris.  In the event of a plug, the ditch 
will overspill at a location upstream of the siphon.  Large segments of ditch are then likely to wash out creating a costly and lengthy fix. This has a 
high risk to cause significant damage to private property as well. 
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SECTION 6 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Map depicts the site 
location at 2 miles 
north of the town of 
Columbia

Description
The Bo Leonards Shoot Flume is a segment of the Columbia Ditch located 
between the Columbia and Big Hill Water Treatment Plants about 2 miles north 
of the town of Columbia on Italian Bar Road. This segment of ditch is used to 

convey water to the Columbia Water treatments Plant and all Ditch customers located on the lower Columbia, Matelot and San Diego Ditches. The 
Columbia Water Treatment Plant serves approximately 3500 people and 150 commercial connections.  The Lower Columbia, Matelot and San Diego 
Ditches serve over 100 raw water and nearly 50 Ditch Domestic accounts. The Shoot Flume segment is a 12” diameter concrete pipe exposed and 
broken in several places.  It is approximately 400 feet in length.

Problem 
The shoot flume pipeline segment is too small in diameter to deliver the original capacity of the ditch.  The grizzly screen is undersized, and there is 
need for a spill at the grizzly. This segment of pipe leaks and often causes the ground at this property to become saturated.  The pipe has plugged
several times in the past causing an overflow and erosional damage.    This pipe segment is subject to plugging and over spilling again.

Solution
The proposed solution is to replace the existing concrete pipe with 24” diameter pipe that will restore the original capacity of the ditch.  The project 
will entail construction of a larger grizzly and spill at the grizzly.  

Consequence of failure
The pipeline is currently subject to plugs which will cause an overflow onto the adjacent property causing damage to the ditch and erosional damage 
to the property.  Damage of this magnitude to the ditch could take a week to repair under good conditions.  Although, a failure could occur at any 
time of the year, it is more likely to occur during a winter storm when repair crews are likely addressing other damage.  From a planning stand point, 
we must assume it will take longer than a week to address and repair.  
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Description
Section IV Siphon 1 is located on the upper reaches of the Section IV Ditch near Joaquin Gully and Middle Camp Sugar Pine Roads situated North 
of Twain Harte. The Section IV Ditch serves water to Monte Grande, Willow Springs, Tuolumne and Ponderosa Hills Water Systems serving treated 
water to a total of approximately 4,000 people including 100 raw water connections and 10 Ditch Domestics.  The original capacity of the Section IV 
ditch is rated at about 13 CFS. The Siphon was installed when PG&E owned and operated the system prior to 1970.  

Problem 
The flow capacity of the Siphon pipe segment is too small.  The undersized siphon is easily blocked with debris and creates a high risk of backing up 
during storm events.

Solution
The proposed solution is to install a siphon pipe large enough in diameter to carry the full original design capacity of the ditch.  By increasing the 
diameter of the siphons, the potential for the siphon to plug goes down dramatically.  Additionally, by restoring the original design capacity of the 
ditch, the areas served by the Section IV ditch are more securely supported.

Consequence of failure
The siphon is currently operated at near capacity during peak summer demand and is at risk of plugging with debris.  In the event of a plug, the ditch 
will overspill at a location upstream of the siphon.  Large Segments of ditch are then likely to wash out creating a costly and lengthy fix. This has a 
high risk to cause significant damage to private property as well. 
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Description
Section IV Siphon 2 is located on the upper reaches of the 
Section IV Ditch near Joaquin Gully and Middle Camp Sugar 
Pine Roads situated North of Twain Harte. The Section IV 
Ditch serves water to Monte Grande, Willow Springs, 
Tuolumne and Ponderosa Hills Water Systems serving treated 
water to a total of approximately 4,000 people including 100 
raw water connections and 10 Ditch Domestics.  The original 
capacity of the Section IV ditch is rated at about 13 CFS. The 
Siphon was installed when PG&E owned and operated the 
system prior to 1970.  

Problem 
The flow capacity of the Siphon pipe segment is too small.  The undersized siphon is 14” diameter needing 32” diameter to carry the 
original capacity of the ditch. It is easily blocked with debris and creates a high risk of backing up during storm events.

Solution
The proposed solution is to install a siphon pipe large enough in diameter to carry the full original design capacity of the ditch.  By 
increasing the diameter of the siphons, the potential for the siphon to plug goes down dramatically.  Additionally, by restoring the 
original design capacity of the ditch, the areas served by the Section IV ditch are more securely supported.

Consequence of failure
The siphon is currently operated at near capacity during peak summer demand and is at risk of plugging with debris.  In the event of a 
plug, the ditch will overspill at a location upstream of the siphon.  Large Segments of ditch are then likely to wash out creating a costly 
and lengthy fix. This has a high risk to cause significant damage to private property as well. 
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5,000 LF - 6" 
Forcemain along 
Parrotts Ferry Rd.
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